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Eastern Commerce Collegiate: A Snapshot
By Jeff Otto

The school was built in 1925 and named Eastern High
School of Commerce. Back then, the school specialized
in business and commercial studies and had 851 students.
The school’s popularity grew quickly, and within a few
years it was very busy with both day and night classes. As a
result of the baby boom, additions were made in the sixties
to increase capacity to approximately 1200. In 2003 the
school’s name was changed to Eastern Commerce Collegiate
Institute to reflect the fact that the school now offered four
“pathways” to learning: studies leading to university, college,
apprenticeship and work. Recently, the school has seen
a decline in enrollment and has struggled to develop its
reputation.
Miceli came to Eastern Commerce in September 2008 in
his first role as a school principal. Raised and still living in
the west end, he has a good grasp of the diversity of this
city as well as the varied needs of its younger residents.
Having worked in some of Toronto’s more elite schools,
he was itching to apply himself at a school with kids who

didn’t have as
many advantages.
“I have always had
a penchant for the
inner city,” says
Miceli. “It’s nice
to be in a place
where you can
only move up with
kids.” He seems
very interested
in remaining at
Eastern Commerce
for some time
to try to make a
difference.

Photos for this article: Jeff Otto

At the end of 2009, I sat down with Sam Miceli, the
principal of Eastern Commerce Collegiate Institute, in an
interview for The Pocket. I have often wondered about the
school—it is physically a large part of our community but
somehow it has always seemed very disconnected. I thought
it might be a good idea for all of us to get to know Eastern
Commerce a bit better.

Miceli says that one
of his challenges
is to increase
Entrance at Eastern Commerce
enrollment at the
school, which now stands at 700 (60 per cent of capacity).
Funding at the Toronto District School Board is tied to
enrollment, which means schools with lower enrollment
levels must work with fewer resources to provide students
with a similar learning environment to what is provided at
higher-enrollment schools such as Riverdale Collegiate. This
(continued on page 3)

A Homemade Winter Holiday, or
You Too Could Have a Pocket
of Winter Warmth
By Sally Armour Wotton
Many years ago, my family decided we had
had enough of winter and we would like a
break—a time to stop, relax and enjoy one
another’s company… somewhere warm.
Ernest and I both worked from home so
we were always at work. We thought it
would be good for Christopher, our then
eight-year-old son, to experience another
country, but in addition to the fact that
travel was expensive, it was the middle of
the school year and, as always, the middle
of work deadlines. It was a particularly
rotten winter and we felt trapped by the ice
and snow. One morning the radio played
a catchy Jamaican number and when it
ended, the host, who had visited Jamaica,
began to laud it as a haven for the weary

and a playground for all. Christopher
said, “Let’s go!” First we all laughed. Then
creative imagination kicked in as we
chorused, “Let’s have a Jamaican weekend… in Toronto.”
We started our preparations at the local
travel agent where we collected thirteen
illustrated brochures, but our friend,
Mary, a native of Jamaica, was our primary
resource.
“If you’re going to make this Jamaican
weekend a success, honey, you’ve got to
have provisions. Here’s my recipes for
pepperpot, ackee and salt fish and don’t be
going to the IGA for the ingredients. I’ll
show you where to shop. And you don’t
(continued on page 4)
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Editorial: Modern Architecture in the Pocket
Monstrous or Magnificent?

Guest Editorial by Paul Dowsett (and colleagues)
The Pocket is home to some
3000 people and is one of
the best-kept secrets east
of the Don Valley. Nestled
between the Greenwood
TTC yard and the train
tracks, our neighbourhood
forms a tranquil pocket in
the northeast corner of an
otherwise buzzing urban
district.
Answers.com defines
a neighbourhood as:
“A district forming a
community within a town
or city, where inhabitants recognize each other by sight. It
has been claimed that neighbourhoods evolve their own
distinctive characteristics, or subculture.” We Pocketeers
will scarcely argue with this definition.
Our Pocket was primarily built between the 1880s and the
late 1920s, and has survived both the rising and falling
of prosperity over the last century. As a result, we have
emerged as a neighbourhood of unassailable character
and, some would even say, of historical value. Such highly
desired, and relatively “untouched” character, has helped
fuel a recent upsurge in property values.
As a result, many of us in the Pocket see value in fixing up
our homes ... because, like many of us “of a certain age,” our
homes could benefit with some “maintenance.”
And so we are faced with the following questions—how
should we best preserve and enhance our assets while
advancing with the 21st century? Should we stick to the
traditional Victorian or Edwardian styles of pre-World War
I? Or, should we throw this off and embrace modernity?
Or, is there room in the Pocket for both modern and
traditional? Does modern mean a tin or glass box? Are
traditional styles passé?
Modern architecture began as a socialist working-class
cause, at about the same time as the Pocket was under
construction. Sadly, Modernism morphed from a cause
into a style as architects became more distant from the
very people and communities that they were meaning to
serve. Modernism abandoned tradition (the architecture
of princes) and proposed that we wipe away all that existed
and start with a clean slate to forge a gleaming, utopian
future. In many cases this was exactly what was done ...
often with disastrous results.

PETER TABUNS, MPP
Toronto-Danforth
My office is open to serve you.
Please contact me with your
questions or concerns.
421 Donlands Av., 416-461-0223
Email: tabunsp-co@ndp.on.ca
www.petertabuns.ca

However, in countless
other cases light has
filtered through. Modern
innovations allow for
buildings specific to our
necessities today. While
there are great benefits
to be had from modern
architecture, it is hard
to deny that aspects of
traditional homes provide
valuable comfort and
familiarity that deserves
preservation.
Architecture can be read
as a means of physical time-keeping that maintains a record
of history and reminds us of a specific time and place. If we
deny contemporary architecture, then we limit our ability
to carry today’s culture into the future. At the same time
we should be conscious of our potential to destroy valuable
traditional timemarks—timemarks that lend the Pocket its
distinguished character.
Our challenge today is different from the Modernist vs.
Traditionalist struggle that marked the architecture of a
century ago. Today we will be better served by finding a
way to achieve architectural dialogue between the two. And
what better place to achieve this than in the Pocket? We
have well-preserved, century-old houses in the early 21st
century.
Perhaps it is the Gemini in me, but why can’t we have
“both, and” rather than only “either, or”? Both modern
and traditional houses can co-exist, unifying new with old
to create a neighbourhood that is both seamless and well
proportioned. An architecture that mimics the Victorian or
Edwardian era is no better than an architecture that denies
these traditional styles altogether. We begin at the historical
roots of our neighbourhood ... by keeping the proportions
and porches and mix of materials and styles ... these things
make our homes “the Pocket.” Then by manipulating the
rest to accommodate our ever-changing lifestyles, we can
continue to distinguish our unique community.
When done well, both styles will enrich our community
tapestry. However, if executed poorly, both can be equally
destructive.
This article is a cooperative effort by a small band of young
(and young-minded), architecturally creative individuals at
sustainable.to in Leslieville, led by architect Paul Dowsett,
who has lived on Queen Victoria St. for 12½ years.
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Eastern Commerce Collegiate: A Snapshot
(continued from page 1)

results in fewer teachers, janitors, books and equipment.
It also makes it harder to field a team or cast a drama
production. To combat this, Eastern Commerce reaches out
to students from all over the city. Eighty-two per cent live
outside our neighbourhood; some come from as far away as
Pickering!
The big draw at this school has always been its amazing
basketball team. Eastern Commerce has a partnership
with The Raptors (through Maple Leaf Sports and
Entertainment) that gives them resources such as
equipment, coaching and mentoring. The school also has
a partnership with the Argos that allows them to field a
football team (with Monarch Park) and form a cheerleading
squad. They introduced Co-ed Ultimate Frisbee in the
spring and are hoping to put together a baseball team as
well. Further, Eastern Commerce now has a new weight
room to allow students and staff to exercise together.
To balance the athletics, Miceli is trying to improve arts
offerings. Though Eastern Commerce has an arts program,
it has been under the umbrella of the phys-ed department
in the past. Starting next year, the Arts will have its own
department head. Miceli is hoping to launch a spring Arts
Expo and invite feeder schools to participate.
Scholastically, the school is underperforming, at least
according to Grade 10 literacy test scores. Miceli points out
that many of his students are new Canadians who are just
beginning to learn English, which has an effect on academic
performance.
One of the more interesting programs at Eastern Commerce
this year is the Late Start School initiative. The school is the
only one in the province to pilot a 10 am to 4 pm school
day. Studies have shown that teenagers require more sleep
than adults, and the hope is that a later start time will help
them arrive on time and well rested for optimal learning.
So far, the program seems to be working, but real data will
not be out until next year. The school also has a nutrition
program that offers free breakfasts to boost health and
academic performance.
Other initiatives the school has used
to increase student achievement
include Smartboards and clicker
systems. The first gives the students
an interactive chalkboard (like a giant
computer touch screen that teachers
use to display multimedia lessons,
employing everything from text to
video and sound) and the second
Sam Miceli
offers them an anonymous,
no-pressure way to answer questions (like audience
participation on Who Wants to be a Millionaire). Both
aim to engage students using technology that is both
entertaining and relevant. Another big draw at the school is
its Specialist High Skills Major in business, which focuses
on sport and event planning. It is a unique program in the
city and draws students from near and far.
There is also a “school within a school” at Eastern
Commerce. The Subway Academy One alternative school
shares the building (and Miceli as principal) with Eastern
Commerce, but is otherwise run separately. With a small
school size, the environment is warm and caring, offering
high school courses for students aged 16 to 20 with a heavy
emphasis on post-secondary destinations. Students meet
two or three times a week for 40-minute classes and must

complete additional study hours and tutorial time with their
teachers, compatible with their life circumstances (work,
children, caregiving, etc.).
A major concern for students, staff and the community
has always been the matter of safety. Eastern Commerce
has several security cameras in its parking lot, but there
are 32 other cameras throughout the school grounds and
Miceli is in the process of getting more. Eastern Commerce
also has an in-school officer from Toronto Police Services
and two support staff who act as Safety Monitors and help
maintain order and civility. Miceli recently had the area
near the south end of the school along the path to Phin Park
renovated. The school found knives and drug paraphernalia.
Trees were trimmed up and a fence was erected to include
this area in the parking lot.
We spoke of other issues that affect the community at large.
The missing garbage cans along the pathway to Phin Park
have returned, with more permanent concrete ones on
order. The pathway will be kept clear of snow and ice with
sand instead of salt this year, which is more environmentally
friendly and safer. (Salt can promote the formation of ice in
colder temperatures.)
The ongoing issue of dogs on the school’s field is
troublesome, as the school is continually finding people are
not cleaning up after their dogs (a safety issue for students)
or that they are using school receptacles to deposit dog
waste instead of city receptacles or their compost bins at
home (a health issue for school caretakers). As a dog owner,
Miceli understands why people would want to use the green
space, but as principal he is responsible for his students’
safety. After trying other tactics to discourage irresponsible
dog walkers (such as speaking to dog owners directly and
posting on The Pocket’s Google group), Miceli is now asking
residents to stop using school grounds for dog walking, in
accordance with the by-law on school property. He agreed
that an off-leash area where the old portables once were
could work nicely if the community could raise the funds
for fencing.
After Miceli and I spoke, I felt that our local school is about
to cast off its sense of underachievement and become a
vibrant addition to our community. Hopefully in the near
future we will see more of a connection and interaction
between the Pocket and Eastern Commerce.

FACTS & FIGURES (as of spring 2008)
Eastern Commerce
Total number of students
Female students
Male students
Primary language other than English
Students living in Canada for 2 years or less
Students living in Canada for 3–5 years

490
49%
51%
55%*
10%
19%

Subway Academy One
Total number of students
Female students
Male students
Primary language other than English
Students living in Canada for 2 years or less
Students living in Canada for 3–5 years

178
50%
50%
28%*
1%
2%

* Calculations do not include students for whom language information is
missing.
Source: Adapted from www.tdsb.on.ca/profiles/5810.pdf
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A Homemade Winter Holiday
(continued from page 1)

want to spend your whole holiday
cooking so stop by Randy’s Take Out
(1569 Eglinton Avenue West). They’ve
got the best beef patties, curried goat
and oxtail this side of Dunn’s River
Falls. And music! I got a stack of
reggae a mile high and some good ole
mento; they’ll do wonders to set the
mood. I’ll loan you the lot. We’re going
skiing.”
And after rummaging in the basement,
where we carefully pack away all
the things we should throw out,
my husband, Ernest, discovered a
sunlamp.
“If we have to do this,” he said, “let’s at
least come back with a tan.”
But the most important preparation
for a tropical winter holiday in Toronto
is to block out even the briefest view
of snow, ice or urban dreariness. Sooo,
we pulled out the box of Christmas wrap that I had recently
packed away on the closet shelf, and found sheets and
scraps of brightly coloured tissue paper. We used it all and
completely covered our windows. You couldn’t see out but
“summer sunshine” poured in.

Having created our holiday ambience
we turned up the thermostat,
unplugged the phone and vacationed.
We played family games, made a dent
in the stack of “when we have time for
pleasure we’ll read” books, sang along
with the tapes, dozed, day-dreamed
and took time to reflect on life in
general. We even wrote postcards
made from the travel brochure
pictures. Late at night Ern and I
danced together on the “beach” under
the Jamaican moon.
It was a marvelous holiday. On
Monday morning we felt refreshed and
relaxed—fortified until spring.
Now, this winter, when you are
plodding through the snow on Earl
Grey Road, drop in at number 78. We
will be lounging on the carpeted beach
of a remote island in the Pacific and
writing postcards, “Having a wonderful time ... wish you
were here.”
Sally Armour Wotton is a freelance writer and theatre arts
facilitator living in the tropical Toronto Pocket. This article
was first published in the Globe and Mail.

 Are you interested in joining a
green energy co-operative?
Options for Green Energy is a non-profit developer of community-financed
green energy. We are planning to build green energy developments in Toronto
using a co-operative model. Members of the co-op will finance the development
and receive a 5% return on their loan, plus the rate of inflation of electricity
in the city of Toronto.
If you are interested, we will be hosting a session here in the Pocket
to answer your questions and explain the details.
Please contact Marc at 416 867-1501 x 229.
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Pocket Profile: Ron Duffy’s Circus Comes to Town
By Satu Repo

Duffy sat down for coffee with me in early December to tell
me more about himself and his business. I learned he is a
local boy who grew up in Scarborough with parents who
had migrated to the Toronto area from the Maritimes. He
now lives with his singer-songwriter partner Maria, on Galt
Avenue just outside of the Pocket area. Music is Duffy’s first
passion—he has been playing drums for indie rock bands
such as Change of Heart and the Lost Dakotas since his
teenage years. Right now he and three of his buddies are
developing a new band called Mighty Oaks, which plays
mainly earthy electric folk-rock.
But Duffy has always been a reader too (his tastes are
eclectic, ranging from Dostoyevsky to P.G. Wodehouse).
And given Toronto’s crowded music scene, he realized
long ago that he needed a day job. After a stint in a juice
bar, he stumbled upon a chance to work in the thriving
She Said Boom! used books and record store in the west
end, where he learned his trade. After five years at She Said
Boom!, Duffy decided to strike out on his own, and Circus
Books and Music was born. He ran it from a storefront on
Ontario Street (north of Gerrard between Parliament and
Sherbourne) before deciding to change locations in search
of greater foot traffic.
When asked what made
him choose the Pocket
for his current location,
Duffy tells me he took
notice of Starbucks
when it moved into the
neighbourhood. Seeing
that change as a hopeful
sign of gentrification,
he figured if there
Ron Duffy
were enough people
in the area to pay top bucks for lattes and cappuccinos,
there would also be a clientele for what Circus had to offer.
Today his 1,000-square-foot store houses a wide variety
of thoughtfully chosen books, CDs and DVDs and the
once-again fashionable “vinyl.” His musical selection spans
genres such as jazz, reggae, roots, alternative and more.
When I first noticed Circus, I actually passed by a few times
before pausing to look at the store windows. I had taken
the name too literally, figuring it was a store specializing in

Photo: Trish O’Reilly

In April 2008, one of the sad, empty storefronts at the
corner of Danforth and Jones got an exciting new tenant:
Ron Duffy brought Circus Books and Music to our
neighbourhood, moving the store here from Cabbagetown.
It hasn’t taken long for his indie creation to earn accolades:
earlier this year Circus was recognized on blogTO.com as
one of the best used book and music stores in Toronto.

Circus Books and Music

circus paraphernalia. (Why not? There are specialty stores
everywhere.) It was the display windows outside the store
that finally made me stop and look. Duffy had made good
use of the two large picture windows flanking the door. On
one side I saw cookbooks above and children’s books below,
on the other there were layers of art books and books on
pop stars. Three out of the four got me inside to browse:
art books, cookbooks and children’s books. These are my
favourite gifts to folks who seem to have too many worldly
goods already (which is just about everybody I know, rich
or poor, all worrying about storage problems and dreaming
about walk-in closets).
I have purchased many gift books at Circus Books and
Music by now, but what really draws me back is the large
selection of quality literature. Once I found a long out-ofprint short story collection by the Out of Africa author Isak
Dinesen—I had been looking for it for a while, but I’d long
given up on ever finding it. I have also found more books by
Julian Barnes than I knew existed. I found his Arthur and
George there, which was handy since it was a book club title
I was looking for at the time. I also like to browse Circus’s
sections on biography, history and political science.
Back at our interview, I asked Duffy whether there is a
tension between his identity as a musician and as a retail
merchant. “Perhaps a little,” he says, but adds that he takes
comfort in the knowledge that T.S. Eliot himself made a
living as a bank clerk. As the store is gathering momentum,
bringing in a steady stream of customers, he’s even
beginning to think of himself as much as a bookseller as he
does as a musician, he says.
For Pocket residents, I’d say that’s a very good thing.
For more information: www.circusbooksandmusic.com
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What’s Been Happening in the Pocket
By Kim Barnes, Dave Michaels, Julia Morgan, Susan Paterson, Satu Repo, and Ernest Wotton
Photos: Trish O’Reilly
Empty Lot at 2 Chatham Has a New Owner
Many Pocketeers walking up Jones Avenue to Danforth have
been curious about the fate of the corner lot at 2 Chatham
Avenue. According to Chatham resident Trish O’Reilly,
the previous owner had difficulty taking care of the small,
detached house and there were questions about whether it
was structurally sound. After a minivan crashed into the side
of the house in September 2005, the structure was in even
worse shape, and the house was abandoned for several years.
The City of Toronto finally decided to demolish it in the fall
of 2008.

The patch of concrete stood empty for months until a
“Sold” sign appeared in May 2009. There has been no sign
of construction activity there as yet, but with the help of
neighbours and local realtor Yvonne Pennefather, The Pocket
has learned that it was purchased by Peter McNeil, who is in
the process of getting approval from the city for his plans to
build a house on the lot.
This was his response to an inquiry made on behalf of The
Pocket:
I think it’s great that there is a Pocket newsletter! I would
love for my house to be part of it, but I’m afraid that at this
point it’s premature. Since I don’t have approval from the
City yet, my design for the property is still somewhat in the

air. I will be happy to do an interview once things have been
finalized, and I have obtained approval. I can also provide a
photo rendering of what it will look like.
Maybe we will have that story in a subsequent issue.
Meanwhile The Pocket staff welcomes Peter to our
neighbourhood.
—S.R.
Changing Storefronts in the Neighbourhood
It’s been a busy period on our end of the Danforth recently,
with lots of new storefronts gracing the retail landscape—or
on their way. On the north side of the street, just west of
Donlands, lovers of Mexican cuisine have a new nosh option
in the form of Taco King. Also on that corner, schwarma
outfit Champion, a former Pocket newsletter “culinary
gem,” is under new management and is now called Zeitoun
(in Arabic, it means olive). And of course, well-loved
neighbourhood institution The Only Café added on The
One last year. (Now if we could just get a good art house/
independent video store to move in where the medical
supply store used to be, many of us would be in ecstasy!)
But that’s not all. On the south side, we recently welcomed
the Tea Tree Café to the neighbourhood, an absolute delight
for tea lovers, people seeking healthy/vegan meals, and those
in search of free wi-fi (although many of us still mourn the
loss of Japanese bistro Sakawaya, another “culinary gem”).
Travel further east to Greenwood, and there’s even more
change afoot. The old Allen’s Theater on the northeast corner
is being converted (with a restored front façade) into an Esso
and a Tim Hortons. Nearby, a 6,000-square-foot greenhouse
is in the works. The site will operate as a temporary
retail location for Reeves Florist and Nursery this spring,
and come fall, owner Bob Reeves plans to build a more
permanent facility that will become his second location.
Reeves’ other garden centre is a large outlet in Woodbridge;
it’s a family business that dates back to 1923.
—J.M.
(What’s Been Happening is continued on page 7)
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What’s Been Happening in the Pocket
(continued from page 6)

Phin Park Update

Hydro and the Email

Last year was a tough one for our Parkette. The city strike
left the wading pool unfilled and the grass unmowed. A few
trees were planted—along the walk, around the basketball
court and toward the back end of the park. But the bare
ground resulting from the refurbishment of the basketball
court is still there with the topsoil slowly washing away; the
city is considering laying tree bark instead of grass in the
future as this area gets driven on a fair bit by vehicles. Also,
The Pocket Neighbourhood Association has been working
on a project that will see the wading pool painted with
colourful art, but it has stalled. Volunteers say they will try to
get it back on track this year.
—D.M.

During the replacement of the utility poles in the Pocket last
summer, several trucks parked outside our house on Queen
Victoria Street. It looked like a major operation. A swarm
of workers descended, ready to transfer the lines to the new
poles. One of the Hydro workers knocked on my door to let
me know that they would be shutting off the power “in about
an hour.”
Ten minutes later, as I was working on an important email I’d
been struggling to compose, there was another knock on the
door. The same Hydro worker informed me that they were
going to shut off the power right away.
“You can’t,” I said. “I have to finish my email.”
The worker went to the side of the house and yelled, “She
has to send an email” as loudly as he could. A second worker
repeated, “She has to send an email,” thus relaying this
information to the guy in the basket at the top of the pole.
Work stopped.
I quickly set about to finish the email and send it off. As soon
as I’d done so, I told the worker that the email had been sent.
“The email’s been sent,” he dutifully yelled to the second
worker, who then repeated, “The email’s been sent” to the
guy up the pole. No sooner had the information been relayed
than the hydro was switched off. Thanks Hydro!
—K.B., as told to Marc van Beusekom
Jesse Frayne: Chef and Community Builder

The Pocket’s Facebook group

Pocket Gets Its Own Groups on Facebook and Google
Are you on Facebook? Hey, it’s not just for teenagers!
Facebook is a great way to stay in touch with neighbours
and friends (or meet new ones), even if you live only a few
blocks apart. The Pocket has joined in with its own Facebook
group, “The Pocket” (category: Organizations – Community
Organizations), which has lively discussion forums, local
news, photos, etc. In a similar vein is the new Pocket Google
group, an announcement and discussion email list for Pocket
residents and friends. These two online resources help keep
our close-knit community even more connected and up-todate about what’s happening in our neighbourhood. Both
groups have 100+ members—and counting.
To sign up:
www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=47392317770
(you will be prompted to set up a Facebook account
first if you do not already have one; it’s free)
http://groups.google.com/group/thepockettoronto.
—S.P.

The Pocket’s own (and by this we mean the neighbourhood
and this newsletter) Jesse Frayne was featured in the Toronto
Sun recently in a warm October 2009 profile by Mark
Wigmore. The article celebrates Frayne’s love of community,
her small cottage industry offering home-cooked meals (see
www.itsdinner.ca) for pick-up from her back door, and the
strong connection between the two. Plus, who knew that,
among other things, our beloved “Cooking With Jesse”
author used to live on a tugboat at the bottom of the Leslie
Street turning basin, or that she used to cater for Toronto’s
burgeoning film industry?
—J.M.
Danforth Athlete Celebrated
Local resident Stephanie Axford, owner of Copy Cat
Reproductions on the Danforth (north side, east of Pape),
was recently inducted into the Ontario College Athletic
Association (OCAA) Hall of Fame at a ceremony at Durham
College where she is a graduate in
design. The ceremony recognized
Axford’s leadership in making the
school’s soccer program one of the
most successful in the country.
She played striker for the college
team and has a three-year record
of 26 goals, which ranks 8th in
OCAA history. During her career
Axford was named the OCAA
Championship All-Star and the
Durham College Female Athlete
of the Year (1992-93).
Stephanie Axford
—E.W.
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Ask Larissa...
Eco-Tips to Put in Your Pocket
Hello! Welcome to another installment of Ask Larissa. Our
question this time is:
Dear Larissa: What is Freeganism? And what are some good
ways to practise it in the Pocket?
Before you skip ahead, this is not an article about folklore.
Freegans are not leprechauns or other mystical creatures!
They are simply individuals who buy little, swap goods,
and use only what they need instead of spending their time
buying things and earning money to buy more things.
In the most extreme cases, Freegans are known to avoid
consumerism by dumpster-diving for food and living
supplies. Some do not even own property and live instead
in abandoned buildings and natural areas. Simply put—
Freegans rely more on free resources than the rest of us.
Buy little and use only what you need in this modern day?
Perhaps Freegans are mysterious beings after all. But with
the economy the way it is, I believe we all are watching how
much we spend a little more these days.
Living frugally brings one particular friend to mind. She
is a mother of two young children, and uses Freecycle.org
to acquire and get rid of household items. On my most
recent visit to her house, she proudly pointed out that most
of the furniture and kids’ toys in her home were obtained
through this wonderful website. I was so impressed by her
resourcefulness that I did some further research online
about where to acquire free items and/or trade things you
don’t want for things you do. I have listed some of these
handy resources at the end of the article. But before you
skip ahead, read over the following questions and see if any
of them relate to you. You may be a Freegan without even
realizing it!
• D
 o you have your own vegetable garden or belong to the
community garden?
• D
 o you have solar lighting or power on your house;
perhaps your holiday lights?
• D
 o you adopt items or objects left in your neighbours’
refuse, such as scrap metal? Or are you one of the many
charismatic individuals who search for liquor or beer
bottles in our recycling?
• D
 o you avoid the purchase of fuel by riding your bicycle,
walking, taking public transit or carpooling?

• D
 o you share, barter or trade items you no longer need
with neighbours or friends, such as kids’ clothing or
maternity clothes?
• Do you skate on the community rink in Phin Park?
• D
 o you volunteer within the community with your free
time? The Pocket newsletter can always use more hands
(hint, hint)!
• D
 o you participate in any of the street parties organized
every year in the Pocket and share in the potluck and
fun?
• D
 o you use the public library system instead of buying
books you might read only once?
• Do you share a smile with a neighbour on the street?
Everyone likes getting free things. I certainly do. I would
love to hear how resourceful Pocket dwellers are. If you
know about any free recreational or other opportunities
available to us in or near the neighbourhood, write to me
at asklarissa@mohan.ca and share your Freegan tips. We all
would benefit from sharing FREE tips with each other!
More about Freeganism:
“Not Buying It,” The New York Times
(www.nytimes.com/2007/06/21/garden/21freegan.html)
“Scavenger Hunt,” Toronto Star
(http://www.thestar.com/printArticle/228777)
Freegan sites:
Acquiring free stuff: http://toronto.en.craigslist.ca/zip/,
www.kijiji.ca, www.freecycle.org
Swapping things: www.swapthing.com
Swapping services: www.swapsity.ca
Downloading free books to your PC or smartphone:
www.gutenberg.org
Swapping books: www.bookmooch.com
Free learning: www.ocw.mit.edu
Free language instruction: www.bbc.co.uk/languages
If you would like to submit a question to “Ask Larissa”
about green issues relating to our neighbourhood, email
asklarissa@mohan.ca. I look forward to hearing from you!

Be a part of The Pocket
The Pocket needs your help! We are always looking for article ideas and submissions
of up to 600 words on topics relating to the Pocket neighbourhood. We also need help
with writing, ad sales, and delivery. And right now, we particularly need:
•

S ubstantive editors: Have you done substantive editing before? Do you like working
with writers?

•

 n images editor: Do you love photos and imagery? Are you detail-oriented, good
A
at keeping things on schedule, and interested in working with others? Experience in
photography would be an asset, but not necessary (we can provide help and training).

We invite you to join our dedicated and friendly editorial team. To find out more about
volunteering for The Pocket, call (416) 778-4564 or email julia.morgan@sympatico.ca.

You!
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The Pocket by the Numbers
2

Issues of The Pocket each year

12

Number of volunteers who worked on this issue

5

Length of time, in months, to put out this issue

150

Estimated number of total volunteer hours given this issue

$650

Total cost of printing each issue

1100

Number of households who receive The Pocket

2500

Estimated readership per issue

If you enjoy The Pocket, please consider making a financial contribution—any amount most welcome!—to keep it
going. Or why not take out an ad to promote your local business? Ads cost $50 for a business card-sized space; larger
dimensions are also available. In addition to reaching our loyal readers, you’ll also be helping to build our community.
We also have classifieds available. You can reach us at (416) 406-1684 or pocketnewsletter@sympatico.ca.

CL AS SI F I E D S
Apartment Wanted Female professional looking
for a clean, bright two-bedroom apartment for May
1, 2010 in the Pocket. I think the area is lovely. I am
community-oriented, environmentally conscious
and am reliable and respectful of other’s property.
Please email cecilia@onlink.net should you be able to
accommodate the above requirements.

A Kid’s View of Hallowe’en
in the Pocket
By Maia and Mallory Forrest

Bridge Players Sought Pocket partners seek same
for kitchen bridge once or twice a month. Novice
level. We also play friendly duplicate at Toronto
Bridge Club. If you would like to play/learn with us,
call Charlotte or Harry at (416) 699-8823 or email
cmorgan1423@rogers.com.
CALLING POCKET WRITERS I’m a freelance
writer of fiction, non-fiction, memoir and poetry.
I would like to hear from Pocket writers who want
to meet for feedback and writing discussion. Sally
Armour Wotton, 78 Earl Grey Road, (416) 463-5395,
wotton@sympatico.ca.

After weeks of eager anticipation, Hallowe’en finally arrived.
And before we knew it, there were Cereal Killers, Bumble
Bees, Nerds, Fairies, and Witches roaming the dark and eerie
streets of the Pocket!
As we wandered around, we couldn’t help but notice all the
decked-out houses. Including Keith Wright’s on 94 Earl
Grey—he has been decorating his house for the last 25
years and never ceases to scare the be-jeebees out of all those
who pass by. We were even entertained by Darcy on the
keyboard, who provided us with some creepy yet soothing
Hallowe’en tunes as we sauntered up his steps to add to our
loot.
Then there were the really funky houses that never seem to
let us down year after year: #6, #8, #24, #81, #89, #69, #21,
and #79!! You guys did a fantabulous job on making Ravina
the spookiest and funkiest crescent around! Warning to all…
there is a scary Vampire at #51 who pretended to be friendly,
but don’t take any chances!
Hallowe’en Revelers on
Ravina Crescent

By the way, does anyone know of a good chiropractor around
these parts? We practically broke our backs from lugging
around all of those scrumptious treats that all of you were so
generous in passing out.
Thanks to all of those “Pocketeers” who participated in yet
another ghostly Hallowe’en! Special thanks to Chris and Liza
for the use of their camera that night!!!
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EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES IN THE POCKET
Skating in the Pocket

Withrow Park Farmers’ Market Re-Opens

Our community skating rink is back (bigger and better than
ever) in Phin Park—come on out and enjoy. Thanks to the
many residents of Ravina whose hard work makes the rink
possible. Rod and John have paid for some new supplies this
year and spent a fair bit of their own money, so if you use
the rink, please consider making a donation to help them
cover their costs. You can drop off an envelope at 5 Ravina.
For more information, contact Liza at (416) 466-0979.

Saturday May 22

Community Meeting, The Pocket Neighbourhood
Association
Thursday, March 4, 7 to 9 p.m.
50 Euston Ave. (across from the Eastern Commerce
parking lot)
Join fellow residents as we plan for the Spring Clean-Up,
our park wading pool, shed art projects, and much more.
All welcome! For more information: jeffotto@sympatico.ca
Pocket Pub Night
Sunday, March 21, 7 p.m.
The One in The Only Café, 966 Danforth, close to Donlands

725 Logan Avenue, Withrow Park, www.withrowpark.ca
Our local market is back for the spring, summer and fall,
operating every Saturday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Organizers
are also looking for volunteers who can help with set-up
and closing each week. Email withrowpfm@gmail.com
for more info.
Victoria Day Fireworks
Monday, May 24, Dusk (approximately 9 p.m.)
Phin Park, inside the safety-taped area by the children’s
playground
Our neighbourhood fireworks impress far beyond the
bounds of “neighbourhood fireworks” every year. Bring
a chair to enjoy the magic. Contact Greg Barsosky at
(416) 778-9074 if you would like to make a financial
contribution or help with fundraising. If you have fireworks
you would like to add to the festivities, bring them up
before the start of the event—due to safety considerations
they cannot be lit after the main display.

Back by popular demand and brought to you by The Pocket
newsletter: Join friends and neighbours from the Pocket for
an evening of socializing. Meet on “The One” side and enjoy
a coffee or pint with us. It’s casual and come-as-you-are—no
RSVP required. See you there!

Phin Park Planting Day

Annual Easter Egg Hunt in Phin Park

Saturday, June 12, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

Saturday, April 3, 10 a.m.
Join parents and kids from around the Pocket—the hunt is
on for eggs in Phin Park! Parents, please contact Tim at
jan.tim@sympatico.ca in advance to see how you can
contribute.
Spring Clean-Up in Phin Park
Saturday, April 24, 10 a.m.
Come out in your work clothes and help clean up our park
in this annual neighbourhood tradition! Wear gloves and
please bring a rake, broom, or shovel if you can. Coffee and
snacks will be provided, and a fire truck will be there for the
kids.

Not yet scheduled, but typically happens in
May. Watch for notices on the park bulletin
board in the spring.
Pocket Street Sale
Everywhere throughout the neighbourhood!
The first annual Pocket-wide garage sale was incredible
last year, with heaps of street traffic and households
participating. The event was so successful that The Pocket
Neighbourhood Association (TPNA) is doing it again.
TPNA plans to promote the sale to people living outside the
Pocket through signage and newspaper/website advertising.
If you would like to volunteer to help before or during
the day of the sale, or make a donation to cover costs ($5
suggested), please contact jeffotto@sympatico.ca.
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Local Food Around the Pocket
By Jesse Frayne

“Think globally, act locally.”
Listening to the radio the other day, we heard a report
about an Olympic-level international competition in central
Africa that had required the construction of many new
buildings for its events, and allotted billions of dollars from
the national budget for the preparations. Part of this cost
was due to the hiring and lodging of thousands of skilled
Chinese workers who got the arenas built properly and on
time. The controversy was about why, in a poor nation, the
money was not used on national infrastructure, or why
the indigenous population was not hired. This is a broad
way of looking at the value of buying local products and
supporting the local economy.
In our Pocket we are very fortunate to have virtually every
service at hand: there’s almost nothing we can’t get locally.
This is a great convenience, and when we shop locally,
we support each other, customer to store keeper. Do our
stores supply themselves relatively locally too? Is it more
cost-effective for stores and restaurants, grocers and repair
shops to trade with nearby farmers and tradespeople, or
with international corporations who can offer economy
due to their enormous scale? It’s surprising to see that,
for instance, New Zealand lamb chops are cheaper than
Ontario chops. Fresh meat can arrive in our IGA from the
other side of the world less expensively than from Guelph.
And since it’s perfectly good lamb, most people would buy
it. It’s not really our problem if the transportation of this
food contributed however many millions of tons of carbon
to the atmosphere, nor that the money we spend services
another country and not our own farmers.

This moral question will eventually come home to roost as
transportation costs escalate, but it is worth consideration
right now. A few of our Pocket businesses do supply locally,
and since I do a lot of grocery shopping, I asked around to
find out which ones they were.
•

 r. Greek Meats, on the Danforth just west of
M
Jones. Eliss, Vassili and their dad Louis Kontos are
proudly local, displaying pictures of the cattle they
have purchased at the Royal Winter Fair. They get their
chickens from farms within a hundred miles. They
have the best lamb, period. www.homegrownontario.ca

•

 resh From The Farm, up Donlands, just south of
F
O’Connor. They sell produce from local Mennonite and
Old Order Amish communities. Jacqui Schmucker will
answer your email questions personally, usually the
same day. www.freshfromthefarm.ca

•

I GA at Danforth and Pape brings in Rowe Farms
poultry and meats. www.rowefarms.ca

•

 ur own Masellis Brothers, Danforth east of Jones, not
O
only make and sell their own line of Italian delicacies,
from stuffed figs to prosciutto ham, but source locally
for produce as well.

Paula Fletcher
City Councillor, Ward 30
Toronto-Danforth
Telephone: 416-392-4060
councillor_fletcher@toronto.ca

市議員 方卓怡
多倫多第三十區
Working for you!
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By Jesse Frayne

In the Kitchen with Jesse

I’m trying to imagine what our neighbourhood will be like when this issue of The Pocket
newsletter arrives, but I think it will be wintry! So I’m proposing two dishes that will be warming
and useful for perhaps a Sunday brunch when you invite your friends. The first is a useful staple:
Crêpes

Blintzes

Makes about 6 large crêpes.

1 recipe of crêpe batter, see left

2 eggs
½ cup unbleached flour
1 tbsp wheat germ (optional)
½ cup milk, or if using soya milk
also add 2 tbsp water

Filling:

Whisk together vigorously in a bowl.
Heat your favourite frypan. Preheating
is key. With the handle of the pan in one hand, and
a ladle of batter in the other, and your wrist lubricated,
pour in a half cup of batter, rotating the pan so it covers
evenly. Use a circular motion. The quantity of batter you
put in depends upon the size of the pan. The thickness of
your batter depends upon how you have balanced your
milk and flour. This is cooking. You want a thin layer of
batter all over the pan; any excess you can pour back out
into the batter bowl. If your crêpe is thick, as in pancake,
add more milk.
When you see the edges of your crêpe getting golden,
edge your spatula under there and ease it off the surface;
flip it for a short fry on the other side. Sometimes the first
one sticks—see above under ‘preheating your frypan.’

½ cup ricotta cheese
grated peel of ½ lemon
1 tsp lemon juice
2 tsp sugar or honey
1 egg yolk
Mix the filling together in a bowl. Make your crêpe batter
as above but fry only on one side, stacking each crepe fried
side up. Me, I would use a six-inch frypan for the crêpes.
When you have made your crêpes, assess your filling
and divide it among the recipients. Blob the filling
onto the middle of your crêpe, and fold the bottom
over the filling, then the left and right side, and roll
it over the top. Put your blintz aside and fill the
next one the same way. Now you can freeze them
or fry them gently in butter until golden brown,
right away. Serve with applesauce and/or
sour cream. If you freeze them, fry
frozen blintzes later without
thawing them first.

At this point, you have done enough. Serve it with a little
sugar and lemon juice sprinkled on it or with maple syrup
and fried bananas or cocoa powder and cinnamon or
cointreau, butter and orange rind (they call that crêpes
suzette) or.... make BLINTZES.

Contacting Your Elected Representatives
Federal M.P.: Jack Layton
221 Broadview Avenue
info@jacklayton.ca
(416) 405-8914

Toronto District Catholic School Board
(Ward 11) Trustee: Angela Kennedy
angela.kennedy@tdcsb.org
(416) 512-3411

Provincial M.P.P.: Peter Tabuns
421 Donlands Avenue
tabunsp-co@ndp.on.ca
(416) 461-0223

Conseil de district du Centre-Sud-Ouest :
Denys Bégin
begind@csdcso.on.ca
(416) 397-2002
Conseil scolaire de district catholique
Centre-Sud : Claude Légère
clegere@csdccs.edu.on.ca
(416) 397-6470

City Councillor (Ward 30): Paula Fletcher
councillor_fletcher@toronto.ca
(416) 392-4060
Toronto District School Board (Ward 15)
Trustee: Cathy Dandy
cathy.dandy@tdsb.on.ca
(416) 397-3083

